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Contains actual reading lists - straight from the professors' desks - from over 100 colleges and

universities nationwide and an annotated list of the 100 books most often recommended by leading

schools. It also includes guidance for setting up your own personal reading program and a tear-out

checklist to help guide your reading selection. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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You don't have to major in rocket science to know that a pre-college reading program will boost your

vocabulary, prepare you for entrance tests, and help you succeed in college level courses. The trick

is knowing which books are the most important to your long-term academic success. ARCO's

Reading Lists for College Bound Students, 3rd Edition, is a must-have guide to the books colleges

and universities think are important-and why. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

I love this book! I'm always looking for something new to read, but I'm a bit bored with what

frequently passes for modern fiction (don't get me wrong, some is excellent, but a great deal more is

meh). I can always open this book and find a suggestion one one of these lists more to my liking. A

few of the lists have some surprising content. As far as it's original intent, I think that's a minor use

at best, because college reading lists change so much, and many of the responding institutions



have provided the lists they use in class rather than a list they would like to see freshman have as a

pre-college background. However, the sample essay questions sprinkled throughout the pages are

wonderful.

I recently became interested in reading as many "great" books as possible -but where to start? This

book lists not only the books recommended for reading at several colleges, but also averages the

scores to produce a list of the top 100 recommended books for college bound students. Obviously,

not a complete list by any means but a good starting point on your trip of reading exploration.

This is a great reference for choosing reading material for homeschooling in the teen years. It takes

the guess work out of trips to the library.

Many different universities and colleges provided the author with the names of works they

recommend or use in first-year English classes. I remember seeing the first edition of this book

when I was in high school and falling madly in love with it. Unfortunately, it was at the public library

and someone lost it a month after I checked it out. I am an obsessive list-maker and this adds fuel to

the fire of my two passions, lists and literature. Not all the books listed in here are predictable,

canonical works, either. I'm surprised how many are out-of-print, making the search for great

reading material even more fun. One gripe: no comprehensive index. I may just make my own.

As soon as my college prep and Advanced Placement English students start complaining about

"ALL" the reading we have in my class, I break out this little gem and read a couple examples from

among the 103 representative college and university lists contained within its pages. The book also

offers the high school student a reading program with the goal of reading 100 books from among the

lists by the time they enter college. It is a sensible plan with a simple form to chart one's progress.

This book has a place in every college prep classroom and on every college hopeful's bookshelf.

This book was written by my high school english teachers. It was published and I purchased it years

after I graduated from college. I'm using the book as a means to measure how "well read" I am.

Whenever, I'm at a loss of what more to read, I pick up this gem and find numerous suggestions.

Thank you Doug, Michelle, and Patty.

If the problem is that your child doesn't like to read for pleasure, then you're not going to get that



child to read this book and take the suggestions on what else to read. My copy is still in like-new

condition.
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